Abstract-In this paper we present the PUMP (Parallel Uncertainty-aware Multiobjective Planning) algorithm for addressing the stochastic kinodynamic motion planning problem, whereby one seeks a low-cost, dynamically-feasible motion plan subject to a constraint on collision probability (CP). To ensure exhaustive evaluation of candidate motion plans (as needed to tradeoff the competing objectives of performance and safety), PUMP incrementally builds the Pareto front of the problem, accounting for the optimization objective and an approximation of CP. This is performed by a massively parallel multiobjective search, here implemented with a focus on GPUs. Upon termination of the exploration phase, PUMP searches the Pareto set of motion plans to identify the lowest cost solution that is certified to satisfy the CP constraint (according to an asymptotically exact estimator). We introduce a novel particle-based CP approximation scheme, designed for efficient GPU implementation, which accounts for dependencies over the history of a trajectory execution. We present numerical experiments for quadrotor planning wherein PUMP identifies solutions in~100 ms, evaluating over one hundred thousand partial plans through the course of its exploration phase. The results show that this multiobjective search achieves a lower motion plan cost, for the same CP constraint, compared to a safety buffer-based search heuristic and repeated RRT trials.
I. INTRODUCTION
Motion planning is a fundamental problem in robotics involving the computation of a trajectory from an initial state to a goal state that avoids obstacles and optimizes an objective function [1] . This problem has traditionally been considered in the context of deterministic systems without kinematic or dynamic constraints. On the other hand, autonomous robotic systems are poised to operate in increasingly dynamic, partially-known environments where these simplifying assumptions may no longer hold. Successful navigation in these settings requires quick actions that fully exploit the system's dynamical capabilities and are robust to uncertainties in sensing and actuation. Proper consideration of trajectory cost should bring trajectory optimization against the limits of safety design constraints; a well designed trajectory should therefore be situated on a Pareto optimal front representing the tradeoff between the competing objectives of performance and safety.
Prompted by these considerations, in this work we study the problem of motion planning under uncertainty. We focus, in particular, on the stochastic kinodynamic motion planning formulation investigated in [2] (henceforth referred to as the SKP problem), whereby one seeks a low-cost reference trajectory to be tracked subject to a constraint on obstacle collision probability (CP). Our key contribution is to introduce the Parallel Uncertainty-aware Multiobjective Planning algorithm, a novel approach to planning under uncertainty that initially employs a multiobjective search to build a Pareto front of plans within the state space, actively considering both cost and an approximation of CP.
As shown in Fig. 1 , this search identifies several highquality trajectories to be considered as solutions. A bisection search is then performed over the Pareto set of solutions to identify the lowest cost reference trajectory that can be tracked with satisfaction of the CP constraint (verified via Monte Carlo (MC) methods [2] ). Such a procedure enables the explicit tradeoff of performance and safety, as opposed to several existing approaches that forgo plan optimization and recast the problem as an unconstrained planning problem where trajectory CP is minimized (with, possibly, aposteriori heuristics to improve upon solution cost). The key to enabling real-time solutions in this work lies in algorithm parallelization to leverage GPU hardware and the development of a novel fast and accurate CP approximation strategy over trajectories. Related Work: A variety of strategies have been studied for planning under uncertainty. One choice is to formalize the planning problem as a partially observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) [3, 4, 5] . This allows a planner to optimize over closed-loop control policies that map belief distributions over the robot state to appropriate actions. Considering POMDP problems in their full generality, however, has been recognized as extremely computationally intensive; [6] provides a method for remedying the complexity of tracking the evolution of the state belief. In that work the authors use local feedback controllers to regularize the belief state at certain waypoints in space in order to break the dependence on history. While effective for constructing control policies that can handle large uncertainties, this approach is limited in the context of trajectory optimization due to the required stabilization phases which may adversely affect trajectory cost. For systems where robustness against large deviations is not a routine need, a common alternative approach is to optimize over open-loop trajectories, producing control sequences which serve as control policies when augmented with a tracking controller. These reference trajectories are recomputed in a receding horizon fashion to address tracking errors and environmental uncertainties. This is the control strategy advanced in [2, 7, 8, 9] ; we note that highfrequency replanning [9] has been shown to yield greatly increased robustness for systems with significant uncertainty. These works view the problem through the lens of chanceconstrained optimization [10] , of which the SKP is one formulation, where trajectories are gauged by a metric of their safety in addition to cost. Computationally efficient methods for the asymptotically exact estimation of CP were introduced in [2] ; however, the Monte Carlo motion planning procedure in that work addresses the relationship between cost and CP only indirectly, employing a deterministic asymptotically optimal planner with a safety-buffer heuristic as a proxy for CP. The methods in [8, 9] follow an alternative approach towards chance-constraint optimization, whereby one employs parallel rapidly-exploring random trees (RRTs) in a safety-agnostic setting, to generate a large set of candidate trajectories for CP evaluation; high trajectory quality is ensured only through evaluation of many fulllength trajectories. In this work we draw inspiration from the multiobjective literature to select reference trajectories in a principled, incremental fashion during exploration to achieve exhaustivity similar to evaluating many full motion plans. This enables rapid planning without compromising on cost or the ability to guarantee a hard safety constraint.
Unfortunately, even with a known state space (e.g., given a graph of all possible states and motions), multiobjective search with just two objectives is already NP-hard [11] . Furthermore, the allocation of risk along a trajectory is a combinatorial problem. While basic formulations have been solved with computationally intensive optimizations, such as mixed-integer linear programs or constrained nonlinear programs, only brute force techniques are amenable to problems involving dynamics, high-dimensions, or cluttered spaces [7] . Thus a major tenet of this work is to leverage algorithm parallelization to exploit the computational breadth of GPUs. An early result in sampling-based motion planning showed that probabilistic roadmap methods are embarrassingly parallel [12] , which later inspired implementation on GPUs [13] . Most recent works in parallelization of sampling-based motion planning have focused on specific subroutines (such as collision checking and nearest neighbor search) [14, 15] or used AND-/OR-parallelism to adapt serial algorithms [9, 16, 17] . In our work, the design of the entire algorithm (as opposed to isolated subroutines) is motivated by massive parallelization, and efficient GPU implementation -in particular the CP approximation and multiobjective exploration.
Statement of Contributions:
In this work we present the Parallel Uncertainty-aware Multiobjective Planning algorithm (PUMP), capable of returning high quality solutions to the stochastic kinodynamic motion planning problem. At PUMP's core is a multiobjective search that considers both trajectory cost and an approximation of collision probability while exploring the state space; in this way, a Pareto front of high-quality motion plans is identified for later certification of CP constraint satisfaction via MC methods. The additional computational burden of maintaining a Pareto front of plans is offset through algorithm design for massively parallel computation on GPU hardware.
The design of PUMP can be separated into three phases, each of which is well posed for application to GPUs. The first is a graph building phase which constructs a representation of available motions within the free state space, as inspired by embarrassingly parallel probabilistic roadmap methods [12] . The second explores this graph through a multiobjective search, building a Pareto front of motion plans outward from the initial state by expanding in parallel the set of all frontier plans below a constantly increasing cost threshold. This expansion is followed by a dominance check that considers the cost and CP (approximated using a heuristic) of all plans arriving at the same state to aggressively remove those that are less promising. We note that propagating CP along a motion plan requires consideration of the uncertainty distribution conditioned on collision avoidance; for each partial motion plan we collapse the full shape of the uncertainty distribution to a single approximate CP value for dominance comparison. We show that this heuristic works well in practice and is necessary for limiting search branching factor. Upon completion of this graph exploration phase, a bisection search is performed over the Pareto optimal set of plans reaching the goal according to their approximate CP. The intent of this third phase is to correct for any CP inaccuracy by computing an asymptotically exact estimate of the collision probability using MC-based methods [2] (an embarrassingly parallel process), to certify that the final returned solution satisfies the problem constraint.
Through numerical experiments with a simplified quadrotor model, we find that PUMP improves over Monte Carlo Motion Planning [2] and repeated RRT trajectory generation in terms of motion plan cost, given the same CP constraint, while returning results in a tempo compatible with real-time operation, on the order of 100 ms. To achieve this run time, a new trajectory CP approximation method is presented, termed Half-Space Monte Carlo (HSMC). The method proceeds by sampling many realizations of a reference-tracking controller and checking each against a series of relevant halfspaces representing a simplified collision model, allowing a fast, accurate, and trivially parallelized CP approximation.
Organization: This paper is structured as follows. Section II formally defines the stochastic kinodynamic motion planning problem addressed in this work. Section III outlines previous collision probability approximation methods and presents the novel HSMC method. Section IV discusses the PUMP algorithm and Section V describes its implementation and presents simulation results supporting our statements. Lastly, Section VI discusses conclusions and future work.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT This paper addresses the stochastic kinodynamic motion planning (SKP) problem formulation posed in [2] which we briefly review here. We consider a robot described by linear dynamics with Gaussian process and measurement noise which tracks a nominal trajectory using a Linear-Quadratic Gaussian (LQG)-derived controller. Although PUMP with Monte Carlo simulation is equipped, as an algorithm framework, to handle problem formulations generalized to a nonlinear setup (as in, e.g., [8, 9] which base their computations on a local linearization around the reference trajectory) and to any tracking controller (e.g., LQG with nonlinear extended Kalman filter estimation, or geometric tracking control [18] ), we focus our attention in this paper on demonstrating improvement in performance and speed over existing LQG methods. We note, however, that the Monte Carlo methods discussed in this work -in particular, all of their intermediate inputs computed from dynamicsare in principle directly applicable to a local linearization, or even non-Gaussian noise sampled, e.g., from zero-mean stable distributions.
The underlying nominal trajectory (and corresponding feedfoward control term) is planned assuming continuous dynamics, but we assume discretized (zero-order hold) approximate dynamics for the tracking controller. That is, the dynamics evolve according to the stochastic linear model: (1) where x(t) ∈ R d is the state, u(t) ∈ R is the control input, y(t) ∈ R dw is the workspace output, and v ∼ N (0, V c ) and w ∼ N (0, W c ) represent Gaussian process and measurement noise, respectively. Fix a tracking controller timestep Δt so that, e.g., x t denotes x(t · Δt), and fix a nominal trajectory (x nom (t), u nom (t), y nom (t)), t ∈ [0, τ] satisfying the dynamics (1) without the noise terms v and w. With deviation variables defined as δx t := x t − x nom t , δu t := u t − u nom t , and δy t := y t − y nom t , for t = 0, . . . , T , the discretized approximate dynamics for the tracking controller evolve as
The discrete LQG controller δu
with L t and δx t denoting the feedback gain matrix and Kalman state estimate respectively (see [19] for computation details), minimizes the tracking cost
The SKP problem is posed as a cost optimization over dynamically-feasible trajectories (also referred to as motion plans) subject to a safety tolerance constraint separate from the optimization objective. Let X obs be the obstacle space, so that X free = R d \ X obs is the free state space. Let X goal ⊂ X free and x 0 = x init ∈ X free be the goal region and initial state, respectively. Given a trajectory cost measure c and CP tolerance α, we wish to solve the following SKP.
Stochastic Kinodynamic Motion Planning (SKP):
The numerical experiments in this work take c as the mixed time/quadratic control effort penalty studied in [20, 21] . We make an implicit assumption in optimizing over the cost of the reference trajectory c(x nom (·)) that the tracking control costs are minor in comparison to the nominal control cost; as noted in Section I this assumption also underlies the use of a tracking control strategy rather than computing a full policy over state beliefs.
III. COLLISION PROBABILITY APPROXIMATION
This section discusses a key challenge in computing solutions for the SKP problem, that of efficiently and accurately assessing collision probability. As discussed in [2] , Monte Carlo methods exist as an asymptotically exact means for calculating the CP when tracking a trajectory segment. These methods are suitable for validating the most promising candidate trajectories post-exploration, but the high branching factor of multiobjective search necessitates less computationally intensive approximation schemes when checking a great number of candidate motions (most of which are discarded as Pareto dominated) in a tempo compatible with real-time operations. In Section III-A we review existing strategies for approximating CP. In Section III-B we present the novel Half-Space Monte Carlo (HSMC) method aimed at efficiently and accurately approximating CP, particularly on GPUs, and analyze this method with numerical experiments.
A. Additive, Multiplicative, and MC CP Approximations
While the constraint in (3) is defined over continuous trajectory realizations, there are a number of waypoint-based schemes which derive an approximation of trajectory CP as a function of the instantaneous pointwise collision probabilities at the intermediate waypoints {x t }. Additive approximations [7] employ a conservative union bound
while multiplicative approximations [8] assume independence between pointwise collision events:
This independence assumption may be relaxed by fitting Gaussians successively to the waypoint distributions conditioned on no prior collisions (see, e.g., [9, 22] for details), in order to approximate the terms of the product expansion
which we refer to in this text as the conditional multiplicative approximation. A common additional approximation made with these waypoint-based approaches is to assume a simplified collision model, for example by approximating the free space around a waypoint as an ellipsoid [7] or by a locally convex region defined by half-space constraints [22] . We note that even though these collision models, as well as the additive approximation (4), may be deemed conservative, none of these methods are guaranteed to over-or underapproximate the actual CP as they do not allow for collisions in the intervals between waypoints [2] . Monte Carlo methods can exactly address the dependencies between waypoint CPs, as well as accommodate continuous collision checking, at the expense of computational effort and statistical variance in the estimate. In [2] , variancereduced MC methods are developed for estimating CP along the span of a full trajectory. The method in [6] breaks dependence between collision probabilities at certain points in the state space using feedback controllers. This construct divides the CP computation into smaller pieces corresponding to local connections, which allows for expensive MC-based CP computation to be done offline, given the environment map.
B. Half-Space Monte Carlo
In this subsection we detail the massively parallel HSMC method and show that it attains good empirical accuracy. This CP approximation is inspired by particle-based MC methods in their ability to represent arbitrary state distributions and how they evolve in X free , as well as by the efficient collision models of waypoint-based methods. Briefly, HSMC is a Monte Carlo method where, within local convex regions around a reference waypoint x nom t , sampled trajectories (particles) are checked at each time step by removing those that might be "expected" to be in collision through subsequent motion towards x nom t+1 . Instead of computing a full collision check, we only compare the particle's position in the workspace against the half-space boundaries of the local convex region (with consideration for the reference waypoint state's velocity, see Fig. 2 ). The local convexification process employed by HSMC differs from that presented in [22] and used in [2] , in that obstacle half-spaces are computed on the basis of Euclidean distance in the workspace, as opposed to Mahalanobis distance. In those works Mahalanobis distance is used as a proxy for the shape of the uncertainty distribution centered at x nom t ; HSMC instead maintains a discretized Monte Carlo representation of this uncertainty distribution so that position and velocity are sufficient to judge approximate collision in the Euclidean workspace. We remark that the computation of each local convex region is independent of trajectory history and uncertainty distribution, thus allowing for a massively parallel computation at the start of planning. Furthermore, if the obstacles are available a priori, this computation can be performed entirely offline.
As we are restricting our attention to the workspace, recall that y t = Cx t is the projection of the state into the workspace. The construction of the local convex region around y nom t is performed using a sequential process, following the work of [22] . At step i, we define d t,i as the vector from y nom t to the closest obstacle point and prune away all obstacle geometric structures that lie in the half-space
dw . This procedure continues until all obstacle geometry has been pruned away. The process defines the local convex region, however the final approximate collision check should represent the notion that a particle will collide with an obstacle only if it is both close and its motion is towards the obstacle. We thus alter these half-spaces, as illustrated in Fig. 2 , by projecting them to be perpendicular to the direction of travel via
The resulting collision constraint for an MC particle is then defined by a t,i δy t > b t,i , where b t,i = a t,i · a t,i . That is, to approximate the CP of a given motion plan we generate a set of N particle trajectories and compare their deviations δy t from the nominal trajectory at each time step to the local collision half-spaces. Every half-space check (a t,i , b t,i ) along a particle trajectory is independent of every other, requiring only a final OR reduction to determine the validity of a particle, thus this process is amenable to parallelization. The final CP approximation is obtained by counting the number of invalid particle trajectories and dividing by N . The results in Fig. 3 show that with two representative planning problems, targeting CPs of 1% and 5%, HSMC outperforms conditional multiplicative in terms of approximation accuracy. While the HSMC CP approximation improves as the number of waypoints increases, conditional multiplicative's conservative nature causes the CP approximation to degrade, in agreement with the results in [2] . 
IV. PARALLEL UNCERTAINTY-AWARE MULTIOBJECTIVE PLANNING
The Parallel Uncertainty-aware Multiobjective Planning (PUMP) algorithm explores the state space via a multiobjective search, building a Pareto set of motion plans from the initial state to goal region, where Pareto dominance is determined by cost and approximated CP. This Pareto set comprises not only several motion plans, but different solution homotopies, which are searched to find the minimum cost plan certified to satisfy a CP constraint. The algorithm is briefly outlined in Alg. 1 To aid in formal description, we now present some notation and algorithmic primitives. In line with the samplingbased motion planning literature, we construct motion plans as a sequence of sampled nodes (samples) in R d . Since we are interested in tracking collision probability, which is history dependent, we store plans as structs with attributes (head, path, cost,ĉp). The fields represent the terminal trajectory node from which we may extend other plans, the list of previous nodes, the cost, and the approximate CP, respectively. Let SampleFree(n) be a function that returns a set of n ∈ N points sampled from X free . In the following definitions let u, v ∈ X free be samples, and let V ⊂ X free be a set of samples. Define Cost(u, v) as a function that returns the cost of the optimal trajectory from u to v. Let Near(V, u, r) be a function that returns the set of samples {v ∈ V : Cost(u, v) < r}. Let Collision(u, v) denote whether the optimal trajectory from u to v intersects X obs . Given a set of motion plans P and P open ⊂ P , RemoveDominated(P, P open ) denotes a function that removes all p ∈ P open from P open and P that are dominated by a motion plan in {p dom ∈ P : p dom .head = p.head}; explicitly, we say that
denote a function that returns an approximate CP for the motion plan p concatenated with the optimal connection p.head to v. We define MC(p) as a function that returns an asymptotically exact CP estimate of motion plan p through Monte Carlo sampling [2] . Since PUMP conducts its exploration within the context of a discrete graph representation of X free , the best costs andĉps are limited by the resolution of the graph. To address variance in sample placement, we include a postprocessing "smoothing" step which locally optimizes the final plan subject to CP constraint recertification. We denote this process by Smooth(p, α); in this work we use the strategy in [23] , which performs a bisection search to create a new smoothed plan as a combination of the original plan and the optimal unconstrained trajectory from x init to p.head.
We are now ready to fully detail the PUMP algorithm (Algs. [2] [3] [4] [5] . The main body is provided in Alg. 2; for brevity we assume the algorithm inputs and tuning parameters are available globally to the subroutines Algs. 3-5. PUMP can be Algorithm 2 PUMP Inputs: planning problem (Xfree, xinit, Xgoal), number of nodes n ∈ N, connection radius rn ∈ R ≥0 , CP threshold α ∈ (0, 1) Params: CP approx. factor η > 1, group cost factor λ ∈ (0, 1]
end for 7 end for 8 return (V , N ) divided into three phases. The first is a graph building phase (Alg. 3), similar to probabilistic roadmap methods [12] , that constructs a representation of available motions within the free state space. This phase begins by adding x init and a set of n samples from X free (including at least one from X goal ) to the set of samples V . Each sample's nearest neighbors are then computed and each neighbor edge is collision checked, storing the collision-free neighbors of v in N (v). Here one should consider the "kinodynamic counterparts" of traditional Euclidean nearest neighbors and straight line edges [21, 24] . Specifically, for the SKP setting of this paper, we refer to nearest neighbors as samples within a connection radius r n , where r n is a tuning parameter, which we set as described in [21] . Depending on the CP approximation strategy used during exploration, this graph building stage can also calculate obstacle half-spaces at each waypoint. Following [12] , this phase is embarrassingly parallel.
The second phase, Alg. 4, explores the state space to find the Pareto optimal set of motion plans, where Pareto dominance is determined in terms of cost andĉp. This phase takes an upper and lower bound, α max and α min , expressed in terms ofĉp. These bounds are chosen as a multiplicative factor η around the target CP to accommodate any under-or over-CP approximation; η should be tuned according to the accuracy of CP, as discussed in detail in Section V-A. Note too that PUMP is left agnostic of CP approximation methodology, and while we use HSMC for the numerical experiments in this work, its application is limited to workspace obstacles; if this is not the case for a given planning problem, other methods can be used [8, 22] . The exploration of the state space proceeds in a parallel fashion by expanding the group, G, of all open (unexpanded) motion plans, P open , below an increasing cost threshold, to their nearest neighbors. During this process, any motion plans that are dominated or haveĉp > α max are discarded. The cost threshold is increased by λr n at each exploration loop, thus determining the size of G through the group cost factor λ ∈ (0, 1]; the choice of this value is discussed in Section V-A. The exploration terminates once a plan reaches X goal witĥ cp < α min or once P open = ∅, at which point all plans connecting x init to X goal are stored in P Xgoal . The α min early termination criterion introduces a tradeoff for λ: choosing a high λ increases algorithm speed through greater parallelism, (α min , α max , V, N) 1 Popen ← {(xinit, ∅, 0, 0)} // plans ready to be expanded 2 P (xinit) ← Popen // plans with head at xinit 3 G ← Popen // plans considered for expansion 4 but has the side effect of allowing P open to spread out in cost, potentially terminating before a high quality partial plan has reached X goal . Finally, we note that the discretized expansion groups has an added benefit of not requiring a heap to store a cost ordering on P open , but rather a bucket array should be implemented, allowing O(1) insertion and removal.
Algorithm 4 Explore
Computational tractability of PUMP relies on the use of the RemoveDominated function, and thus it is important to discuss its associated assumptions. Pruning the search requires judging the potential of multiple candidate plans that arrive at the same node. We use each plan'sĉp for this purpose, but this disregards any impact of the shape of the plan's full probability distribution, conditioned on prior obstacle avoidance, at that node. Even an exact CP estimate would be insufficient for this purpose. The only remedy is an utterly exhaustive search; instead our goal during exploration is to produce a set of high-quality motion plans. We find that in practice, usingĉp's, this set encompasses all important trajectory homotopy classes. 1 The final phase, Alg. 5, performs a bisection search over P Xgoal to identify the lowest cost plan p * with a CP certifiably below α, as verified through MC with full collision checking [2] . If no plan is found, the algorithm reports failure. Otherwise, Smooth(p * , α) is returned, which reduces cost until any margin in the CP constraint is exhausted. 1 We note here an additional potential source of algorithm suboptimality -the fact that we search over a graph of only cost-optimal u-v connections. In some cases, e.g., high initial uncertainty compared to the steady-state, it may be best to consider other strategies for local connection, e.g., waiting.
V. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Setup
The simulations in this section use 6D double integrator dynamics (ẍ = u) to model a quadrotor system in a 3D workspace, and were implemented in CUDA C and generated on an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 980 GPU on a Unix system with a 3.0 GHz CPU. Example code may be found at github.com/StanfordASL/PUMP. We implemented state space sampling with the deterministic, low-dispersion Halton sequence, as motivated by the analysis in [25] . Note that as this sampling is deterministic rather than random, variance is not reported. By preallocating GPU memory, and offline precomputing and caching both nearest-neighbors and edge controls (which are independent of the particular obstacles set X obs ), the total run time was significantly reduced. The simulations below use the HSMC CP approximation method detailed in Section III-B with N = 128, noting that the number of particles may be quite low as it is solely used to guide the exploration phase towards promising motion plans rather than certify solutions.
Our algorithm introduces two tuning parameters, η and λ. The value of η, the CP approximation factor, represents a tradeoff between considering fewer plans (and thus run time) and the potential for either removal of promising plans or early exploration termination. In practice, however, we have observed only a small influence on run time, and it should thus be set to the limits of accuracy for the CP approximation strategy. Specific to HSMC, we set η = 2 for target CPs above 1% and higher values below 1% to account for the high deviation factor from using a particle representation for rare events (for example at 0.1% we use η = 10). Lastly, for the group cost factor λ, we have found that λ = 0.5 represents a good balance of parallelism, ease of implementation, and potential early termination described in Section IV.
B. Comparison to Monte Carlo Motion Planning
We begin with a discussion of Monte Carlo Motion Planning (MCMP) [2] , a recent approach to solving the SKP problem, and show that PUMP identifies significantly lower cost solutions in a pair of illustrative examples. MCMP addresses the SKP problem by performing a bisection search over a safety-buffer heuristic correlated with CP, at each step solving a deterministic planning problem with inflated obstacles (higher inflation correlates with lower CP). While [2] argues that the algorithm works well in many cases, the assumption that safety-buffer distance is a good analogue for CP breaks down in some planning problems. We show two such examples in Figs. 4a and 4b and show that PUMP's CP-guided multiobjective search outperforms MCMP.
Figure 4a displays a planning problem in which the CP of the solution trajectory for the deterministic problem with inflated obstacles has an increase as inflation factor increases (via the discontinuous jump shown in Fig. 4c ). This is a consequence of a narrow, but short gap allowing safer trajectories than a wide, but long passage. When iterating on inflation factor, the MCMP algorithm is unable to locate the solution homotopy class through the narrow gap, as the inflated obstacles block it. Figure 4e shows the cost of solutions for various target CPs as compared to PUMP, which identifies the narrow gap solution for all CPs. For CPs below 3%, the narrow gap is never identified and instead a more circuitous motion plan is obtained. MCMP's performance is particularly troublesome with a 0.1% target CP, in which case MCMP is unable to find any solution as the long passage homotopy class is infeasible, and it never realizes the narrow gap homotopy class.
The second planning problem, shown in Fig. 4b , admits two solution homotopies: a narrow passage and a large open region. Figure 4d shows that as the inflation factor is varied, there is a large discontinuity in CP when the narrow gap becomes blocked. Thus, if the targeted CP is within this gap, the algorithm will converge to exactly the inflation factor that minimally blocks the gap, alternating between motion plans through the narrow passage with high CPs and overly conservative motion plans through the open region, not identifying the desired aggressive motion plan through the open region. Figure 4f shows that PUMP is able to find this solution through the open region (unless the gap homotopy is valid for a target CP) while MCMP is overly conservative, especially at low target CPs. A homotopy blocking heuristic is suggested in [2] for remedying this issue, but this is difficult to execute for planning in general 3D workspaces. 
C. Real-Time Performance and Homotopy Identification
Through the two planning problems in Fig. 1 , we demonstrate PUMP's ability to identify multiple solution homotopy classes and select low-cost trajectories subject to a certified CP constraint, all in a tempo compatible with real-time application (~100 ms). The collision probability constraints considered herein are single digit percentages and below, as has been studied for realistic stochastic planning problems in the literature [9] . The obstacles in our simulations are represented by unions of axis-aligned bounding boxes, as commonly used for broad phase collision detection [1] . This can provide increasingly accurate representations of the true obstacle set as more are used (e.g., as in Fig. 1c , or with octree-based environment representations), and accelerates the computation of the local convex regions. If needed, more detailed collision checking can be performed during the final smoothing and MC certification phase. Table I details the resulting computation times, solution CPs, and number of partial plans considered, over a range of target CPs and graph sample counts. Table I also presents results for a simple repeated RRT method for generating candidate plans. For this comparison, we compute 1000 kinodynamic RRT solution trajectories (as performed in [8, 9] ) and select the trajectory with lowest cost subject to MC certification of chance constraint satisfaction. In all cases PUMP run times are on the order of 100 ms, while considering order one hundred thousand partial trajectories in the multiobjective search. Note that these solution times are two orders of magnitude faster than those reported for MCMP [2] , owing to the parallel algorithm design and implementation on GPU hardware. On average, the graph building accounted for 17% of the total run time (including computing halfspaces), the exploration for 79% (55% overall for HSMC), and only 4% for the final trajectory selection, smoothing, and certification phase. The time for the computation and caching of neighbors and edges is not included, as these computations are performed offline, reducing to constant-time memory access operations at runtime. The initial graph building is very dependent on number and location of obstacles (as this removes invalid samples and edges, and computes the halfspaces for each waypoint), however even with the indoor environment it is dominated in run time by exploration. We further note that for particularly cluttered environments, workspace partitioning schemes (e.g., kd-trees) may be employed to limit scaling. The exploration phase also has some dependence on obstacles through the complexity of the local convex region, however limiting the fidelity of the half-space approximation (number of half-spaces) may keep this scaling in check. Comparing results in Table I , shows that more than number of obstacles, the key driver of computation time is the number of partials plans, which is more dictated by obstacle locations (i.e., difficulty in finding a solution plan) than obstacle count. In fact, comparing only by number of partial plans shows that despite Fig. 1b having more than five times the number of obstacles of Fig. 1a , the computation time increases by less than a factor of two. Figure 1a shows our first planning problems, in which PUMP's multiobjective search phase has identified all important solution homotopies. The little variation in cost with graph resolution (i.e., sample count) demonstrates that PUMP generally identifies not only the correct homotopy, but as aggressive a solution as possible within it. Repeated RRT did not encounter a candidate plan with CP below 0.1%, and achieved significantly worse cost than PUMP's principled search for target CPs 1% and 5%.
The second planning problem is structured as an indoor flight scenario, once again with multiple solution homotopy classes. Figure 1b shows the workspace setup and the Pareto optimal set of trajectories, representing several homotopies, identified by PUMP's multiobjective search. Targeting CPs 1  1  5  2  5  Sample Count  4k  6k  8k  4k  6k  8k  4k  6k  8k  2k  3k  4k  2k  3k of 2% and 5%, the results shown in Table I demonstrate that even in this more complex workspace, PUMP finds solutions tightly bound on the CP constraint with run times on the order of 100 ms. Unlike the previous example, however, a trend of increasing solution quality as graph resolution increases is observed, possibly reflecting the more complex obstacle environment. Figure 1c illustrates the cost tradeoff for a 2% (blue) and 5% (red) target CP, in which the 2% motion plan must take a more conservative and costly route (routes visualized through time at https: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=ac4A4-ctqrM). Repeated RRT did not identify any candidate plans below 5% CP in this tight hallway environment; the lowest trajectory CP found was 9.57% with a cost of 1.86.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have introduced the Parallel Uncertaintyaware Multiobjective Planning algorithm for the stochastic kinodynamic motion planning problem. PUMP represents, to the best of our knowledge, an algorithmic first in that it directly considers both cost and collision probability at equal priority when planning through the free state space. Although multiobjective search is computationally intensive, we have demonstrated that algorithm design and GPU implementation allow for this principled approach to achieve run times compatible with a~10 Hz planning loop. Included in the PUMP run time is a Monte Carlo-based certification step to guarantee the collision probability constraint is met, without sacrificing cost metric performance due to conservatism beyond the safety design constraints. The Half-Space Monte Carlo method used in our PUMP experiments may also be of general interest as an empirically accurate and fast way to approximate motion plan collision probability.
This work leaves many avenues for further investigation. First, we plan to implement this algorithm for more varied dynamical systems and uncertainty models to verify its generality. Second, we plan to extend this algorithm to environmental uncertainty, particularly in dynamically evolving environments. Third, we plan to extend the presented multiobjective methodology to other constraints, such as arrival time windows and resource constraints. Finally, we are in the process of implementing and verifying this algorithm and problem setup onboard a GPU-equipped quadrotor.
